Shadow Visit

**SUBJECT:**
SHADOW VISIT (Non-Clinical Program)

**PURPOSE:**
This program is designed to offer high school (junior and senior) students and non-traditional students an opportunity to shadow a Nursing, Radiography or Respiratory Care classroom and/or laboratory experience at Trinity College of Nursing & Health Sciences.

**EXPERIENCE:**
The shadow visit will be offered during the Fall and Spring semesters. Each session may accommodate up to 3 students.

Shadow visits may consist of the following:
- Pre and post admission meeting
- Classroom observation
- Skills laboratory observation
- Campus tour given by current student
- Meeting with Program Coordinator and/or Instructor

**ORIENTATION:**
Participants will be expected to arrive on time for pre-arranged SHADOW visit and check in at the Student Services Office. The Admissions Representative will give a brief overview of the experience and escort the participant(s) to the classroom/lab.

**EVALUATION/QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION:**
Participants will return to Student Services where a post SHADOW evaluation form will be requested from the participant. The participant will then be offered the opportunity to ask questions regarding admission, programs, student life, financial aid, etc. An admission packet will also be given to each participant.

**CANCELLATION OF VISIT:**
Participants must give adequate notice to the Student Services Office if they are unable to attend their pre-arranged visit. The Admission Representative(s) will notify each participant and faculty member the day before to confirm the SHADOW or the cancellation. Rescheduling will be attempted but cannot be guaranteed.